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Summary
A method of sampling experimentation has been suggested to

assess the performance confldence coefflclent of the investigators in
similar line as the coefflclent of repeatability used In quantltaUve
geneUcs. This coefficient will act as a yardstick of faith oh the results of
census or survey sampling.
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Introduction

In the theory of sampling, it is generally assumed that to each
unit Ui in the population, a value Xi, called the true value ofthe unit
is attached and it is further assumed that whenever the Ui is
selected, the character Xis always measured byXi.This asisumption
is an-over simplification ofthe actual problem. The characters which
are measured by physical measurements are not likely to differ from
Xi. But characters for which the information is collected by interview
and require personal judgement, are likely to differ fi-om Xi's and
also likelyto change with the investigator collecting the information.
Thus, there is always a possibilityofobtainingdifferent observations
on the same unit by different investigators. These, observations can
very well be assumed as observations on a random variable. Further,
when an investigator is collecting information by intervlewliig
different units, experience shows that the responses obtained by
him can not be assumed to be uncorrelated as his personality and
judgement affects the observations he produces. Similarly
correlation also exist between the observation on a unit by different
Investigators. The reason that the investigator is brought into the
picture is that the results of modern large scale surveys depend on
the ability of the investigator specially trained for the purpose. Any
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observational error made by the investigator will inflate the error of
the survey.

In this note a sampling scheme has been proposed, where
multiple measurement of all the units of the sample are utilised to
estimate a coefficient analogouis to repeatability defined in
quantitative genetics. This coefficient helps to study the reliability
of the performance of the investigators.

When more than one measurement of the character X is made
on each unit of the sample, the observed total variance can be
partitioned in to variances (i) within the units and (U) between the
units, this subdivision serves to show how much is to be gained by
the repetition of the measurements and throw some light on the
environmental variation which usually affects the large scale
surveys. Within the unit component is entirely due to bias of the
investigators present in the measurement of the same unit and
between component is partly due to true value of the units and partly
due to environmental condition attached to the survey. The ratio of
the between the unit component to the total observed variance
measures the coefficient of intraclass correlation between the
repeated measurements of the same unit and is known as coefficient
of repeatability in quantitative genetics. The knowledge of the above
ratio helps to measure the degree of true determination of the
character under study in the large scale survey.

2. Sampling scheme

Let us select a sample of size n with replacement in which Ui
d

occurs fi (i«l) times, such that ^ fi = n, d being the number of

distinct units in the sample.

Let us select a random sample of m investigators out of M
investigators trained for the survey. The distinct d units of the
sample are distributed ampng the m investigators in such a manner
that one investigator only makes one observation on Uiand the same
unit is observed by fi investigators. The observations thus collected
are analyzed following the random effect model under one way
classification.

The random effect model for the above experiment is given by :

Yij = n + bi + eij , where
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yij is the measurement of Uj on the j-th occasion, for j = 1, 2,. . fj.
there being fj measurements for Uj. i = 1. 2 d, is the over all
mean, bj is the randomeffect pfUi and e^ is the error present in the
measurement of the i-th unit on the j-th occasion.

Here, both biand ey are independent random variables normally
distributed with mean o and variance Ob and of respectively. The
following ANOVA table is obtained by analysing the data as per the
given model.

Table 1

Source of variation df ss EMS

Between the units d-1
yYl Y-

o? + >.ab

within the units n-d 22^-Sti J 1 "
o?

Total n-1

The notations used in the Table-1 are as follows :

1

''••'II 2 Y,. Y,
1 J J=1

n'- I t
1=1

n(d- 1)

and

Equating the observed mean square with that of expected mean
square, and a® are estimated.

The coefficient of repeatability is estimated as
"2

—^ . When
2 . 2,2

Ob + Oe

the estimated repeatability Is very high, it means that most of the
variation in the sample is between the units. From this one can
conclude that error in measuring the same unit by different
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investigators is small. This tells about the reliability of the
investigators in measuring the true character under study and may
be named as the performance confidence coeflBcient of the
investigators.

This experiment is to be carried out to calculate the performance
confidence coefficient of the investigator before embarking on the
actual survey work. If the coefficient is found to be low, then further
training need to be given to the investigators to reduce error of
measurement in the main survey work.

When the performance confidence coefficient is high, multiple
measurements are not so useful as indicated above. However, when
it is low, the gain due to multiple measurements are substantial.
The gain however falls off rapidly as the number of measurements
increases and is seldom worthwhile to make more than two

measurements. Mohanty [11 has shown that repeating some of the
units ofthe sample twice in such cases, the precision ofthe estimate
can be increased always by using a linear estimate ofmean per unit
based all units and ratio or regreission estimate based on repeated
units.

This sampling experimentation may also be carried out
alongwith the main survey on census to know the performance
confidence coeflicient of the investigators. This coefficient will act
as a yards tick offaith on the results of the census or sample survey.
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